
We are based in Pembrokeshire,
WestWales and are the leading
manufacturers of woven and
printed labels. With expertise in
adding value to business brands
whilst still maintaining our ethical
and family-based values, we take
pride in our sustainablegrowth,
stability, and hard work.
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Woven Labels

On a Roll

End fold

Mitre fold

Book fold

Iron on

Self-adhesive

Centre fold

Our Custom Woven Labels are the ideal
solution to anyone wanting a completely
bespoke woven label. All we need is your art
work and we can produce a sample for you.
Then, when you are completely happy with
your label, we will produce your order.

Minimum: From 100Labels
Weaves: Taffeta, Satin,or Damask
Finish:End,centre, or mitre fold, on a roll, straight
or laser cut, heat seal (iron on), self adhesive, or
book fold
Colours:Up to 8 colours (including background)
Size:Any size up to 200 mm
Lead Time: Sample 5—7days; Delivery of full
order: 5—7days
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Printed Satin Labels

Satin Labels are ideal for combining care information and sizes
into your brand label as well as any other fine details which may
be too small to weave. Satin labels can be ideal for garments with
skin contact, as they are lighter and soft to the touch. Wealso offer
Recycled materials.

Minimum: From100 labels
Colours:White or black background with a
choice of design colours
Finish:Suppliedon a roll, straight cut, or
centre fold
Sizes:15mmup to 50mm wide
Lead time:Sample 5—7days;
Delivery of the full order 5—7days

Email your artwork with the size and
finishing of the label and we’ll get back to
you with a quotation.
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Printed Cotton Labels

Cotton Labels provide a natural looking, soft and subtle finishing touch
to any apparel.We supply natural cotton or polyester cotton labels
printed in high-definition to make your brand truly stand out.

Minimum: From250 labels
Colours:1-2colours on a white or natural ecru background
Sizes:Width from 15mmup to 40mm, length can be as
required
Finish:Ona roll, straight cut, end or centre fold
Lead time:Sample 7–10days; Delivery of full order
7–10 days

Email your artwork with the size and finishing
of the label and we’ll get back to you with a
quotation.
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Vegan Leather Patches

There are so manyways to display your brand with our vegan leather
patches. They add a touch of distinction to sportswear, casualwear,
accessories, and merchandise.

Minimum: From50 patches
Colours:Several colours to choose from
Size:Any size up to 250 x 250mm
Finish:Availablewith holes cut for stitching
Lead time:Sample 5–7 days; Delivery of full order 5–7 days
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Woven Badges

Woven Badges and Patchescan serve as additional branding solutions
and promotional giveaways to help spread brand messageand
awareness.

Minimum: From250 badges
Colours:Up to 8 colours including the background
Finish:Lasercut, sew on, or Velcro
Lead time:Sample 7–10days; Delivery of full order 7–10days
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Swing Tags

Swing Tags are often the first impression the customer will get of your
brand, so make a statement!

With a variety of thicknesses, sizes, and custom
shapes,we’ll make sure your swing tags create a
lasting impact.

Minimum: From 100
Colours:Full colour, 1or 2-sided printing
Size:From 50 x 50mm up to 100 x 150mm
Cardstock:250 gsm to 800 gsm,
Gloss or Matte
ExtraOptions:Foil stamping,embossing,
debossing, silk or gloss lamination available
Lead time:Emailed Proof 1–2days;
Delivery of full order 7–10days
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Garment Labels

Our wash care labels are designed to ensure that your customers give
proper care to your garments.The international textile care labeling
code is a system of labeling which has been designed to standardise
instructions for care of textile articles.

Woven Wash Care Labels
Minimum: From36 labels
Colours:Several colours to choose from
Size:12mm width
We can weave up to 5 symbols and 2 lines of text

Printed Wash Care Labels
Minimum: From36 labels
Orientation:Landscapeor portrait
Colours:Black ink on white satin or white ink on black satin
Size:25mm x 80mm
We can print up to 5 symbols and 5 lines of text
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Garment Labels

Woven SizeTabs
Size:12mmx 20mm pre folded
Colours:Available in either black on white or white on black
Minimum: From 100 labels per size. Larger quantities (1000+)
can be colour matched to your brand

Woven CE/ UKCA Labels
We also carry 12mmwide woven CE /
UKCAlabels with up to 2 lines of text and
a post code which is required on the label.

Made in (country) Labels
Minimum: From100 labels
Size:30mm x 35mm woven labels,
pre folded
We have stock labels for the UK,Wales,
England, and Scotland
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Premium Woven Craft
& Hobby Labels

These beautiful labels are suitable for all apparel, accessories, and
fabric creations.

A damaskweave produces much brighter colours than the more
traditional taffeta weave.

Minimum: From50 labels
Size:20mm x 60mm
Finish:Precutwith no fray edges, ready for
sewing.
You can personalise your label with a motif,
choice of colours and fonts.

We can weave up to 3 lines of text.



As part of our drive to be a
more environmentally conscious
company, our factory is 100%
powered by renewable energy.
We now use recycled yarn and
biodegradable packaging for
products when possible.


